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SITUATION

Most marketers have to grapple daily with processes and systems that get in the way of getting 
work done. The enemies of productivity include email, spreadsheets, meetings and timesheets 
– and together they conspire to create problems like:

•  Missed deadlines
•  Duplicated effort
•  Budget over-runs
•  Unforeseen rework
•  Inability to organize and schedule resources
•  Miserable, unmotivated marketers

We’ve created this series to help you assess the impact on your team’s productivity – and 
inspire you to �nd a new and better way of working.

IT’S TIME TO FIND OUT.

This worksheet* lets you work that �gure out, right here and now. We hope it’ll startle you 
out of email complacency, and shock you into looking for a better way of doing things. One 
where creativity reigns: designers are free to design, copywriters to write, planners to plan 
and strategists to strategize.

(You know, the way marketing is supposed to be.)

We want that not because we want to give you a hard time, but because we know of a much
better way of working. A collaborative, fun way of working, designed entirely for marketers,
and which makes sure things actually get done.

We’ll tell you about it when you’ve done.

*This is one in a series of �ve. The others will help you calculate how much time your team loses 
to other notorious time-sucks, like meetings, spreadsheets, timesheets and “productivity apps”. 
Download them all.

OBJECTIVE:

Calculate how much time and money you lose to email – every year.

Every marketer knows that email is the arch-enemy of productivity. Over�owing inboxes suck
up time, sap creativity and prevent deadlines from being met and deliverables being delivered.

You already know email is a problem, but exactly how much of a problem is it? If you sat down 
to count how much time you spend battling with your inbox, rather than crafting beautiful copy, 
building awe-inspiring websites or delivering daring new ad campaigns, what would it add up to?

And how much would that time cost?

KNOW YOUR ENEMY

160: Average number of emails sent by one
worker in one day

2-4 Hours: time spent on email each work day by 
the average employee

(The De�nitive Guide to Taming the Email Monster, 
Grossman Group, 2011)

EMAIL IS GREAT WHEN IT’S USED FOR:

Linking everyone

Making an announcement

Proof of sending

EMAIL DESTROYS PRODUCTIVITY 
WHEN IT’S USED FOR:

Asking people for status updates

Sharing �les and links

Requesting new assets to be created

Checking people’s availability

Getting input and feedback on a project



 
 

SO...HOW MUCH DOES EMAIL COST
YOUR TEAM EVERYDAY?
ANSWER THESE THREE QUESTIONS TO FIND OUT.
Note: You don’t need to use scienti�c levels of precision—just enough to get a rough idea of the size of your email 
problem. �is is a piece of marketing, not a Harvard entrance paper.

 

1: ROUGHLY HOW MANY WORK-RELATED EMAILS DO 
YOU RECEIVE IN AN AVERAGE DAY?

0-20

21-50

51-80

81-110

More than 110

2:  HOW MUCH TIME PER DAY DO YOU SPEND READING, 
FORWARDING AND REPLYING TO THOSE EMAILS?

1 hour

2 hours

3 hours

More than 4 hours

3: HOW MANY PEOPLE ARE IN YOUR TEAM?

Team members:  ___________________________ .

NOW DO THE MATHS:

No. of hours you spend on email each day ____ x
No. of team members ____= _____.

Let’s call that number (the amount of hours your team collectively 
loses to email every day) your email productivity handicap.

Now multiply your email productivity handicap by your team’s 
average hourly wage* to discover how much email is costing you in 
wasted time.

*Remember to include not just salary but all bene�t contributions, 
plus a bit for facilities, admin., recruitment and HR costs. If in doubt, 
a good rule of thumb is that for every $10k of salary, the total 
employment costs per hour are roughly $15.

Email productivity handicap ____ x average hourly wage $ ____ =
$ _____________ .

Now work out roughly how much money that’s wasting per year:
Money lost each day $ _____ x 250 working days = $ ______ .

Workfront (formerly known as AtTask) is a cloud-based Marketing Work Management solution that helps in-house creative teams and agencies, marketing departments, and 
external agencies conquer the chaos of excessive email, redundant status meetings, constant rework, and tedious approval processes. Unlike other tools, Workfront Marketing 
Work Cloud is a centralized, easy-to-adopt solution for managing and collaborating on all creative work through the entire work lifecycle, which improves team productivity, 
credibility, and executive visibility. Thousands of enterprise marketing teams and agencies trust their work to Workfront, such as Adobe, Cisco, HBO, Covario, Ralph Lauren, REI, 
Trek, Schneider Electric, Tommy Hil�ger, and ATB Financial. 

Interested? Call us at 1-866-441-0001 to �nd out more, or visit workfront.com/marketing for a demo.

TIME TO FIND A BETTER WAY

If you’re surprised, appalled or horri�ed by the amount of time 
and money you’re wasting on email, it’s time to �nd a better way. 
Here at Workfront we’ve developed a complete, cloud-based 
collaboration system designed speci�cally for marketing teams.


